Training Catalog
Engage. Empower. Educate.

Welcome to HR Annie Training!

HR Annie Training is dedicated to
providing support to our client’s internal
learning and development initiatives
through strong training programs. Our
training catalog was built from our years
of experience helping owners,
managers, and teams across a variety of
industries to build knowledge and
confidence in their roles as they support
the individuals they manage.
Throughout the sessions, leaders will
enhance their skills, increasing their
value to their teams and companies,
thereby mitigating risk to the
organization.
From facilitating individual topics to
building and layering the learning
through a series of trainings, we are
looking forward to partnering with you
to bring customized training to your
teams!

Training Topics
(Just a few of our most requested topics.)
Click on the topic below to jump to its summary!

Anti-Harassment & Discrimination Training:
Respectful Workplace for All
Together with Belonging: DEI/B Training Series
Communication Foundations for Managers
Hiring Right the First Time
Onboarding & Retention:
Building Loyalty & Engagement in the first 90-Days
Performance Management (2-Part Training):
Coaching & Feedback, Progressive Discipline &
Documentation
Performance Reviews:
The Formal Review Process & Goal-Setting
Leave of Absence: What Managers Need to Know
ABCs of ADA for Managers
Terminations/Offboarding with Grace and Humanity
5-Star Customer Experience
De-Escalation & Managing Unpredictable Situations

Anti-Harassment/Discrimination
Respectful Workplace For All

SUMMARY
“Harassment," "discrimination," "hostile workplace," and "bullying" are the words that
employers hope to never hear from staff, but unfortunately, we do.
From social justice movements to social media call-outs, workplace conversations
have evolved, and employers have an important opportunity to engage in those
critical conversations through listening, learning, and training. Let’s start with an
essential conversation on how we all (employers, managers, staff) have a
responsibility to contribute to a Respectful Workplace and how managers must lead
and respond when unprofessional issues arise at work.

ROI
A management staff that values
taking good care of each other at work
An environment where managers
have knowledge and awareness to
mitigate harassing, hostile, or
discriminatory behavior and
understand their legal obligations
Leaders who have the skills to
intervene and mitigate risk when
issues arise
Confidence that you have an informed
and well-trained staff who can focus
on operating and meeting the
business goals

KEY TAKEAWAYS
Knowledge of employer & manager’s
legal obligations to report
indirect/direct concerns of harassment
How to lead with intention:
Supporting a culture of respect and
belonging
Recognizing legal harassment vs.
bad/unprofessional behavior and how
they show up in your workplace
Management responsibility to
mitigate risk and tools to intervene
when disrespectful situations happen
You are not alone in this work:
Knowing your resources and next
steps when a complaint is reported
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Together with Belonging
Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion Series

SUMMARY
In this DEI/B series, we will embark on the conversation around Diversity, Equity,
Inclusion & Belonging in the workplace. We will work towards comfort and
acknowledging discomfort in the discussions around DEI/B through each of these
topics. By the end of the series, we will gain insights to increase our knowledge and
awareness of the critical work of building and contributing to a value of inclusivity in
the workplace.
This series is designed to introduce the much larger topic of inclusivity in the
workplace and support your organization’s ongoing Equity & Inclusion work. Let’s start
the work together and see where the work leads us.

SESSION 1 Introduction to DEI/B
(Stand-alone option, or utilized as Session 1 of our 3-part DEI/B series)

SESSION 2 True Allyship
SESSION 3 Understanding & Shifting Bias

CONTINUE TO THE NEXT PAGE TO READ
MORE ABOUT EACH SESSION
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DEI/B Training Series
Session Summaries

SESSION 1 Introduction to DEI/B
(Stand-alone option, or utilized as Session 1 of our 3-part DEI/B series)

Defining DEI
Understanding the Why: Why are we talking about this, why is it relevant
in the workplace, why is it important to your organization?
Exploring the vocabulary and terminology to bring awareness to our
dialogue
What’s my role in DEI work as an employee?
What awareness should I have for myself, my communication, my job
responsibilities?
How can I become an Ally?
Shared Resources & Continued Education Opportunities

SESSION 2 True Allyship
Pathways to Active Listening
Perspective Taking
Vulnerable Conversations that Build Trust in the Workplace
Implicit Bias: How do we Unlearn, Relearn?
Navigating Microaggressions
The Role of an Active Ally

SESSION 3 Understanding & Shifting Bias
What is Bias?
How Bias Shows Up in the Workplace
Awareness through Storytelling
Giving & Receiving Feedback (and remembering Charitable Assumption)
Building Connection with our Team
The Work in Front of Us: How to Disrupt Bias for Ourselves and with Others
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Communication Foundations
Manager Communication in the Workplace

SUMMARY
I’m a manager; now what? Support and results through clear and effective
communication. As managers, we are responsible for communicating well with those
we manage and with those to whom we report. We’re right in the middle of that
upstream/downstream communication work.
This workshop brings recognition of our own and others’ communication preferences,
so we can build trust more quickly to motivate and meet the needs of our staff. We’ll
build foundational skills and awareness about our core professional values and our
roles as managers to provide clear and effective communication to the workplace.
We’ll learn strategies to watch for communication pitfalls and set communication
boundaries as professionals in influential leadership roles.

ROI
A management team that has the tools
to engage in clear, dynamic
communication
Leaders who have the ability to transfer
information to their teams allow time to
be focused on the company’s goals and
mission
Leaders who identify and handle
difficult situations in a compliant
manner, mitigating costly employee
relations issues
Communication that fits the company’s
culture, increasing employee
satisfaction and connection

KEY TAKEAWAYS
Importance of Communication
Principles of Communication
Manager Communication Goals and
Boundaries; Manager Core Values
Upstream/Downstream
Communication: Middle Managers
Your communication Style Preference;
Your Problem-Solving Style Preference
The Teams Communication
Preferences
Communication Pitfalls
Influential Leadership
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Hiring Right the First Time
SUMMARY
Recruitment: Bringing the best people efficiently, compliantly, and creatively onto the
team. Hiring employees is one of the most essential investments that companies
make. The average cost of hiring a single employee is around $4,000 (Glassdoor '22).
The impact of a revolving door on lost productivity, team morale, and retention is
harder to quantify but equally costly.
Managers must have a solid and compliant candidate selection process. We will be
right back at the drawing board when we 'wing it' or panic to fill a staffing hole. From
job ads to interviewing to the final selection, this session will ensure that managers
have a fair & consistent system and feel confident in their interview skills and strategies
to support selecting top-notch talent for the organization.

ROI
Build and enhance your recruitment
process
Develop manager’s interview skills
hiring efficiencies
Ensure compliance with state and
federal employment laws
Improve the candidate experience
and ensure your company is not
missing out on available candidates

KEY TAKEAWAYS
Understanding the laws regarding appropriate and
inappropriate interview questions, protected classes, and
what never to ask in an interview
Asking Interview Questions to learn the most about your
candidates in a short amount of time
Establishing your company’s non-negotiables and musthaves for who makes it through the hiring process
Understanding how our unintentional biases may lead us
to a missed opportunity with the right candidate
Tips and Tricks for successful interview processes and
candidate communication
Helpful solutions about how to attract and find a more
diverse workforce, including tax credits and a building an
intentional culture of diversity
A review and recommendations work session to
maximize your recruitment and interview process by
applying fantastic customer service to your candidates
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Onboarding & Retention
Building Loyalty & Engagement in the First 90-days

SUMMARY
Congratulations, you’ve hired a new employee! Intentional onboarding is crucial to
welcome, retain and build culture in the new hire experience. Have you ever had an
offer declined or a new hire not show up for their first day? Have you noticed a heavy
retention loss in the first 90-days?
A company’s onboarding process is integral to ensuring that newly hired and newly
promoted staff are engaged and welcomed to the team in a way that ensures their
success and their commitment to the company’s success.
In this session, we’ll take managers on two employee onboarding journeys and, along
the way, build the foundations of a successful onboarding process to ensure that we
are engaging staff in their first 90-days and beyond!

ROI
Increased opportunity for longer
employee retention
Skilled management team able to deliver
measurable results through on-going,
best practice, onboarding processes
Ensure compliance with state and
federal employment laws
A consistent experience for all new hires
Set clear expectations from the start to
increase productivity, establish a loyal
connection to the company, build a
connection with the new employee to
the company’s mission and objectives

KEY TAKEAWAYS
Onboarding Strategies
Setting New Employees Up for Success
Practices
Managers Set Goals and Expectations
from Day One
Best in Class Onboarding Practices; Preboarding; Orientation; Roadmap and
GoalSetting
Post-hire Engagement
Sample onboarding agenda and checklist
30-day check-in Roadmap and Goals
90-day check-in sample questions
Post-Onboarding Employee Engagement
Tips
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Performance Management:
2-Part Series
SUMMARY
Feedback is one of the essential tools you have as a manager to ensure employees are
doing the work needed to sustain and grow the organization.
Without regular, transparent, and meaningful feedback, employees will keep doing
what they think is right, hoping it is what the company expects. This 2-part session will
focus on managing performance by differentiating between COACHING vs.
CORRECTION.

SESSION 1 Coaching and Effective Feedback, Analyzing the Performance Gap
SESSION 2 Correction/Progressive Discipline and Documenting Performance,
Difficult Conversations

ROI
Come away with the confidence and
knowledge to give meaningful in-themoment feedback to coach, correct,
redirect, and recognize their team
members to avoid snowballing and
escalating performance issues and provide
recognition to strong performers.
Learn how to analyze performance gaps to
determine when issues may be
approached through coaching and when
issues have moved to the progressive
discipline process.
Managers will learn how to properly and
compliantly document behavior, approach
performance conversations, and navigate
tricky conversations and push-back to best
support staff improvement and mitigate
risk for the company.
Improve employee retention by providing
clear and concise feedback and goal
setting with employees
Ensures proper documentation is retained
to support employment decisions from
advancement to improvement plans

KEY TAKEAWAYS
The performance process is more than
just an annual form to fill out
Employees actually want performance
management feedback – best practice
is to provide coaching & feedback
How to manage to analyze ‘why’ there
may be a performance gap
How to set clear expectations and
when to move to progressive
discipline
Documenting the correction - don’t let
a weak performance system lead to
liability issues
Strategies to prepare for a difficult
conversation
Avoiding common mistakes that can
lead to pitfalls and feedback ‘flops’

CONTINUE TO NEXT TWO PAGES TO
READ MORE ABOUT EACH SESSION
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Performance Management
Session 1
Coaching: Providing Clear & Meaningful Feedback

Coaching & Effective Feedback
Analyzing the Performance Gap
SUMMARY
We designed this session specifically to learn how to simply provide clear and
meaningful feedback to coach, redirect, motivate, & recognize employees. This
is true coaching ‘in-the-moment’ to ‘nip in the bud’ most performance issues, so
they don’t move to correction.
Additionally, we work through a Performance Analysis to determine the root
cause of why there is a performance gap so we are coaching correctly. We’ll
share a simple coaching model, so managers feel confident that the feedback
they are giving is clearly stating the change needed and why it matters.
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Performance Management
Session 2
Correction, Documentation, Difficult Conversations

Progressive Discipline
Documenting Performance
Difficult Conversations
SUMMARY
We’ll learn that the corrective process is ‘not a scare tactic’ but valuable to staff
to ensure that we are stating and informing a clear path to improvement.
We’ll examine the Progressive Discipline process throughout this session and
identify when we have moved beyond coaching to formalized correction
(upholding policies and procedures). Through scenario work, we’ll get tactical to
determine what level of correction is needed, why we must document, how to
document, and how to gain confidence in having the face/face performance
conversation.
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Performance Reviews
The Formal Review Process
Goal Setting for the Next Cycle
SUMMARY
Consistent, regular performance evaluations with your employees provide a mutual
benefit for good work and employee retention. The goals of a formalized review
process are to provide staff with a fair assessment of their work and skills, help them to
recognize and develop their key strengths, and focus on areas to prioritize their work
to better support the company’s initiatives.
In this session, we’ll work with managers to share tools to evaluate, write, and discuss
employee performance using the organization’s forms and assessment metrics. We’ll
dive into why a review is a goal-setting tool more than a ‘judgment’ of past
performance and how to lead and partner with staff during their review session to
support their growth and map out their career development.

ROI
Recognition of the objectives and purpose of
the formal review vs. performance
improvement plans and informal feedback
Learning strategies to provide unbiased
feedback over the course of the review
period; avoiding rater bias issues
Learning how to properly and compliantly
document behavior, how to approach
performance conversations, and how to
navigate tricky conversations and push-back
to best support staff improvement and
mitigate risk for the company.
Improved employee retention
Ensures proper documentation is retained
to support employment decisions from
advancement to improvement plans to pay
increases that support internal pay equity

KEY TAKEAWAYS
Goal-setting; the key to
improvement
Documenting the review - don't let
a weak review system lead to
liability issues
Conducting an employee
evaluation to be successful
Managing pushback during the
review
Avoiding common mistakes that
can lead to pitfalls in the review
process, such as rater bias, fencestraddling, horn/halos, and the
surprise attack.
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Leave of Absence
What Managers Need to Know

SUMMARY
Why do I, as a manager, need to know about leaves of absence? Isn’t this an HR-only
training? Leave of Absence is an entitlement, not a benefit, and is complicated – let’s
sort through the pile of leaves to learn a manager’s role in the leave process.
Do any of these statements sound familiar: My spouse is pregnant! I’m having back
surgery. My father died, and I need to have time off. I’m missing work due to anxiety.
I’m managing time for substance counseling. My child has chronic ear infections. I’m
taking a new medication, and it makes me sleepy.
Congratulations, you have leave experience! This session will ensure managers know
their next steps and resources to manage legally protected leaves compliantly.

ROI
Understanding the variety of state,
federal, company provided leaves that
are available to employees
Confidence in your management team
to lead teams with compliance and
compassion and can identify when
leave protection should be discussed
How to manage continuous and
intermittent leaves – what do we do
while that person is absent?
Job and benefit protection and
tracking
Mitigating the risk of retaliation and
protected medical information

KEY TAKEAWAYS
Protected leaves available to employees
Benefit-related leave
Eligibility and length of protection
Identifying situations where leave
should be managed
Identifying patterns of leave abuse and
how to manage
Leading with compassion and
knowledge
Use your resources for the next steps
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ABCs of ADA for Managers
Americans with Disability Act: ADA Process

SUMMARY
Providing reasonable accommodations is not just best practice; it’s the law. Beyond
the legal requirement to provide reasonable accommodations to employees with
disabilities, our workplaces benefit by creating a more knowledgeable and inclusive
workforce. Managers are key employees in the ADA process, and providing training
and tools for confidence in the process is essential to risk mitigation for organizations.
(This session is designed as a stand-alone and works exceptionally well as a tandem
session to the Leave of Absence training.)

ROI
Managers who recognize the value and
goals of ADA to the individual, the team,
and the company
Educated managers with the basic
principles of the ADA and reasonable
accommodation
Confidence in your management team
to recognize and respond to an
accommodation request
How to engage through the interactive
process: It’s a two-way street
Mitigating the risk of discrimination,
retaliation, and protected medical
information

KEY TAKEAWAYS
ADA: What is it legally required, and how is
it managed?
The value of an inclusive workforce
regarding accommodation
The language of ADA: “qualified disability,”
“interactive,” “essential functions,”
“reasonable accommodation”
Eligibility and length of protection
Identifying situations when and how to
engage in the process
Leading with compassion and knowledge
Success stories and demystifying that
providing accommodations is costly &
complicated
Manager resources for next steps when an
accommodation is requested
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Termination Process
Offboarding with Grace & Humanity

SUMMARY
Inevitably the lifecycle of employment comes to an end. Voluntary and involuntary
terminations require a humane (and defensible) approach to support the separation
process.
There are legal aspects to termination that we must all follow when we ask someone
to leave our business. As important, however, is the way you let someone go. Being
respectful of the person, no matter the reason for the termination makes good
business and relationship sense.
In this session, we’ll work with managers at the end of the employee cycle with the
organization. From documentation to the termination conversation to how we
message and support the team after a separation is valuable work. We’ll share tools to
build a termination process that supports the individual, the team, and the
organization to move forward gracefully.

ROI
Understanding of “At-Will
Employment”
Knowing that termination was the
last resort and handled in a
professional, compliant and caring
way using respect, grace, and dignity
Confidence in your ability to defend
the decision to terminate and how
the termination occurred

KEY TAKEAWAYS
Determining if the termination can occur—is
the employee protected from termination?
Necessary documentation to support the
termination
Addressing pay, benefits, and paperwork
before the termination
How to conduct a termination—and what not
to forget in the heat of the moment
Identifying sensitive or difficult termination
issues and when to seek assistance
What to do with post-termination issues that
arise
How to message the termination to your staff,
customers, or vendors
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5-Star Customer Experience
SUMMARY
Customer Experience is the act of taking care of the customer’s needs by providing
and delivering professional, helpful, high-quality service and assistance before, during,
and after the customer’s requirements are met. -Study.com
Through HR Annie’s 5-Star Customer Experience training, we will examine customer
service philosophy and the culture and business impact of providing a high-level
experience to your external and internal client base. Most importantly, participants will
come away with immediately usable tools to provide excellent service to the
company’s clientele and the ability to enhance the overall customer experience.

ROI
A service-minded team that values the
total customer experience
Staff who represent the organization’s
culture and brand throughout their client
interactions
A team that has the tools and skills to
continuously identify and respond to the
varying needs of the customer base
A team that values the difference
between hospitality and customer service
A team that intentionally asks, “What do
our customers expect?” and looks for ways
to meet & exceed those expectations
effectively

KEY TAKEAWAYS
How to recognize a Winning Moment
Techniques for being solution-oriented
Active listening techniques
Effective use of non-verbal customer
service; body language and tonality
Skills to respond and recover a less
than ideal interaction: Guest Recovery
Engaging in empathy and emotional
intelligence
Tools to meet and exceed the needs of
the external & internal customer
Honoring the emotional labor required
in a customer service role
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De-Escalation Skills (Safety)
Managing Unpredictable Situations at Work

SUMMARY
Unpredictable and escalated situations at work can be very stressful for staff. Whether
with peers or patrons, it takes preparation and skill-building to rise to the challenge
effectively.
This session will focus on safety preparedness for managing flammable human
interactions. Our safety plans prepare and train staff to use a fire extinguisher if we
have a fire in the workplace. Additionally, we instruct staff to call the fire department if
the flame can’t be extinguished or might reignite.
In this training, we’ll approach de-escalating heightened human instances in a similar
way, with a focus on safety and knowing how and when to seek additional help,
remain calm and not fan the flames during unpredictable encounters.

ROI
Providing tools and enhancing skills that contribute
to a safe workplace, effective communication, and
lowering the level of conflict for all people that
interact with your business
Team members with greater capacity for handling
challenges that arise on the job, and increased
awareness of how their own, and others,
communication impacts the work environment
Tapping into “empathy” and “emotional labor” to
recover internal/external guest service
Tools to respond to and recover from stressful
interactions before they escalate
Tools for taking a proactive approach to keeping
things safe/calm and skills to use when situations
escalate
Support and ease for you in the knowledge that
your team has what they need to feel successful

KEY TAKEAWAYS
Awareness of company safety plans and
communication of plans
Review of effective communication in
stressful situations
Skills for using effective communication to
resolve conflict
A proactive approach to de-escalate
undesired behavior
Tips and tools for keeping things calm
How to recognize when things are
escalating & resources
Tools and skill-building for managing a
variety of stressful encounters
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CONTACT US
Send all training inquiries to:
training@hrannieconsulting.com
www.hrannieconsulting.com/services/training
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